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The International Conference on Pediatrics and Pediatric Cardiology is going to be held in Paris, France from June 18-19, 2020. From interactive, hands-on workshops to plenary sessions covering hot topics in pediatrics, here we extend you a warm welcome on behalf of esteemed organization Europe Conferences to all Researchers, Doctors, Students, Professors and all the interested people in pediatrics from all over the world for our 17th International Conference on Pediatrics and Pediatric Cardiology.

Pediatric Cardiology 2020 welcome presenters, exhibitors and attendees to Paris, France from June 18-19, 2020. The organizing committee is preparing for an exciting and informative conference program including lectures, workshops, symposia on a wide variety of topics, poster presentations and various programs for participants from across the globe. We invite you to join us at the Pediatric Cardiology 2020, where you will be sure to have a meaningful experience with scholars from around the world. All members of the Pediatric Cardiology 2020 organizing committee look forward to meeting you in Paris, France.

Scope and Importance:

Pediatric cardiology is concerned with diseases of the heart in the growing and developing individual. As well as expertise in heart disease, pediatric cardiologists also need a thorough grounding in general pediatrics, in order to provide all-round patient care. Pediatric cardiologists broadly treat congenital heart disease (present at birth), arrhythmias (variations in heartbeat rhythm) and disturbances of circulatory function.

The initial assessment performed by the pediatric cardiologist might start with a physical examination using a stethoscope, after which more detailed investigations may be suggested.

Patients often present with complex diagnostic and medical problems and after the initial assessment the pediatric cardiologist then chooses an optimal management plan. They work closely with a wide range of specialists as part of a multidisciplinary team to assess and treat patients.

Pediatric cardiologists play a vital role in the teaching of medical students, doctors. GPs, nurses and paramedical staff. Most are also involved in research.

The field of pediatric cardiology has seen significant change over the past 30 years. One of the most fundamental differences is the change of focus: from neonatal through school-age patients constituting >90% of clinical activities in 1977 to more than 50% of patient activity involving the care of young adults and fetuses with congenital heart disease. Over the past few decades, advances in pediatric cardiology and cardiac surgery have revolutionized the management of patients with adult congenital heart disease (ACHD). As a result, the majority now survive into adulthood.

Pediatrics and Pediatric Cardiology 2020 will be organized encompassing the theme "Interfacing Global pioneers in Pediatrics and Pediatric Cardiology"

Europe Conferences organizes 300+ conferences, 500+ workshops and 200+ symposiums on clinical, medicine,
Pharma and science and technology. The enclosure of Pediatric Cardiology will be secured include: Pediatric Congenital heart disease, Pediatric heart murmurs, Pediatric pericarditis, Pediatric cardiac tumors, Cardiology, cardiovascular surgery, and various interventional Cardiology.

The ten major challenges for the current era are:

1. Focus on primary prevention/risk assessment
2. Updating and implementation of evidence-based guidelines
3. Genetic screening/pharmacogenomics/development biobanks
4. Gene therapy/stem cell therapy/novel drugs
5. Integration of imaging techniques/receptor imaging/plaque imaging
6. Development of new coronary artery intervention techniques/ biodegradable coronary stenting/ tissue modification
7. Invasive treatment of heart failure
8. Invasive treatment of arrhythmias
9. Percutaneous valve replacement/new surgical techniques
10. Organisation of cardiology practice/EPD/registries/home monitoring

The worldwide cardiology gadgets advertise size was regarded to USD 15.14 billion in the year 2013. Essential achievement purposes of cardiology consists of creating endorsement paces of negligibly obtrusive medical procedures, extending the worldwide prominence of cardiovascular sicknesses and the mechanical improvement presented in this field.

Pediatric Interventional Cardiology Market by Device utilized for Ventricular Septal Defect(VSD), ASD(Atrial Septal Defect), Patent Ductus Arteriosus, Aortic Valve, Pulmonary Valve, Left Atrial Appendage and Methods - Global assessments to 2018 assess and concentrates the main market administrators, constraints, openings, and difficulties in North America, Europe, Asia pacific, and the Rest of the World.

The worldwide pediatric interventional cardiology advertises over the spending time of 2013 to 2018. This market is esteemed at around $894.7 million of every 2013 and is remain to develop at a CAGR of 9.0% from 2013 to 2018. Discrete new plan and interventional gadgets are being progressed and started in the market, which is a significant intlect for the quick increment of this market. Organizations are enormously putting resources into R&D, to grow new and extraordinary gadgets that oblige the neglected needs of pediatric patients. Besides, the high development conceivable of the transcatheter heart valves showcase is another factor that is activating the development of this market. In light of gadget type, the VSD, PFO, and ASD gadgets advertise represented the biggest portion of 28% in 2013. Be that as it may, the transcatheter pneumonic valve advertise is remain to develop at the most elevated CAGR from 2013 to 2018.

The cardiovascular medical procedure advertise reports remember look into for tissue, on-siphon coronary course sidestep (ONCAB) gadgets, mechanical heart valves, transcatheter heart valve fix (THVR) gadgets, transcatheter heart valve substitution (THVI) gadgets, heart valves, off-siphon coronary vein sidestep (OPCAB) gadgets, endoscopic vessel reaping (EVH) gadgets, annuloplasty fix gadgets, anastomosis help gadgets (AADs), transmyocardial revascularization (TMR) gadgets, ventricular help gadgets (VADs), intra-aortic inflatable
siphons, fake heart substitution gadgets, patent foramen ovale (PFO), ventricular Septal imperfection (VSD) gadgets and left atrial member (LAA) gadgets, atrial Septal deformity (ASD) gadgets.

**Statistics of Physicians, Researchers and Academicians working on Pediatric Cardiology Research**

The main part of the world associated with Pediatric Cardiology field are Directors, Heads, Deans, Professors, Scientists, Researchers, Doctors, Students and Writers of Pediatric Cardiology Department as well as Founders and Employees of the related companies, Associations members, related organizations, laboratories members etc.
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